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Abstract. In order to study pilots’ behavior characteristics, two pilots of a
certain airline were selected as research subjects. Two typical tasks in recurrent
training were selected for the experimental scene. One was an aerodrome-traffic
pattern under a normal situation; the other was an aerodrome-traffic pattern in
the case of a large crosswind. Using multi-angle video recording, all details of
the two pilots’ operation in the training simulator (B737-800) were recorded
completely. Using Noldus’s Observer XT 12.0, a preliminary analysis of typical
operational behaviors was performed, including the control behaviors of the
pitch, yaw, and roll movement, as well as the throttle lever movement. The
coding scheme and the data visualization of these behaviors were also presented.
Finally, combing the statistics, a depth-comparison analysis of these behavior
characteristics was conducted in terms of many aspects, including mean dura-
tion, total number, rate per minute, percentage of total duration, and so on. The
results show that the pilot’s pitch and roll controls have larger differences in
mean duration, total number, rate per minute, and percentage of total duration;
however, there were no significant differences in other behaviors between tasks.
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1 Introduction

“Aviation safety” is a topic of perpetual research in the aeronautical field. Government
administrations, aircraft manufacturers, and airlines have been working hard to improve
the safety of aircraft. Whether it is structural improvements, new electronic devices, or
new means of communication, the aim is to pursue higher security and to maximize
economic interests in ensuring safety [18]. The reliability of aircraft has been greatly
improved, which profited from the development of aviation design and manufacturing
and aviation safety has increasingly considered human factors. Statistics from different
sources indicate that crew errors have always been the main cause of civil-aviation
accidents [1]. Therefore, it is of great significance to study the operational behaviors of
pilots and to analyze their characteristics during flight.

There have been many pilot-behavior studies. Internationally, Bonomalenko et al.
[2] considered operational behavior as elements of pilot action in his book, Flight
Psychology, and summarized pilot operation in terms of integrity, accuracy, timeliness,
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flight image, and a series of features. Liu and Liu [12], using a developed psychological
scale for civil-aviation pilots, designed a flight-behavior-observation system using VB
and Access to realize the functions of testing, result inquiry, data management, sta-
tistical analysis, and user management and provide an experimental platform to psy-
chologically assess pilots and pilot cadets. Hayashi et al. [8] built up a neural-network
model based on genetic-algorithm optimization using a simulator to obtain flight data,
and analyzed the pilot’s behavior in terms of the sensitivity and threshold of this model.
The results revealed the operational-behavior rule of the pilot. Chen and Wang [3]
proposed a unique frequency-domain-analysis method based on simulated experi-
mental data to reflect the pilot’s activity frequency and activity level after setting the
cut-off and power frequencies of pilot flight-control behavior as key indicators. Smith
et al. [19] introduced common methods and techniques for pilot-behavior modeling.
Keane [11] proposed an extended Lancheste equation-evaluation method based on
partial differential equations. Hillard et al. [9] proposed a pilot-behavior-assessment
method, mainly used in the field of information extraction.

Chinese scholars have also been involved in this research. He et al. [7] analyzed
flight accidents and incidents caused by crew error between 1996 and 2000 based on
records from the Civil Aviation Administration of China and selected cases that are
closely related to the time margin for problem solving; they discussed these cases with
flight experts, and drew a relationship between such incidents and crew behavior and
time margin. Yin et al. [23] proposed an air-combat-pilot fighting-behavior-assessment
method based on average time of air combat, dominant posture, and air-combat
credibility. Chen and Tan [4] used the principle of EMG (Electromyography) and STP
(Skin Temperature) detection to design pilot-behavior-analysis experiments based on
electromyography and skin-temperature testing using JD/PW-5 testing equipment and
the PC-based aviation-training device. Xue et al. [22] used the ACT-R (Adaptive
Control of Thought-Rational) cognitive framework to model the internal mechanism
for obtaining, extracting and applying the skills of civil-aircraft pilots and structured
simulation modeling of behavioral integration. Luo et al. [14] discussed the relationship
between psychological factors such as social-psychological quality, motivation, emo-
tion, and personality psychology and crew-behavior errors and analyzed the psycho-
logical background of such errors; the relationship among the flight-space environment,
aviation-organization management, the influence of man-machine-environment
imbalance, and the influence of crew mismanagement was also discussed, and coun-
termeasures to improve crew management were also proposed. Wu and Wang [21]
proposed serial process hypothesis of human brain, set RNP APCH profile as operation
scenario background, translates flight crew operation behavior into abstract mathematic
model and quantitatively produces the level of dependence and strength of workload
utilizing mathematic means. The work intensity of the operation and the correlation
between operational tasks were quantitatively given by mathematical methods, which
better described the real human–computer interaction. Liu [15] studied the
operational-gesture characteristics of pilots’ intelligent model using visual-monitoring
technology. The contents covered were machine-vision-based gesture detection,
tracking, trajectory analysis and cockpit operational behavior analysis combined with
the eye-movement characteristics of the pilots. At present, the domestic and foreign
scholars’ research on pilot behavior mainly focuses on pilot behavior psychology
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research, pilot behavior modeling research and pilots behavior assessment. The accu-
racy and applicability of the research conclusions need to be improved. However, there
are few researches on the basic operational behaviors between pilots in different flight
training subjects through the direct behavior observation using dynamic flight
simulator.

This paper uses wireless cameras and monitoring equipment in the B737-800W
Full Flight Simulator to construct an experimental platform for pilot-behavior obser-
vation. Then, in training tasks under typical aerodrome-traffic patterns in the normal
situation and with large crosswinds, the pilots’ behaviors are videotaped. Using the
observation and analysis function of Observer XT (12), this paper aims to explore the
similarities and differences in pilot behaviors under the two kinds of training tasks.

2 Method

2.1 Participants

The study involved two male-refreshment pilots (33-year-old captain, 4554-h flight
experience; 26-year-old copilot, 900-h flight experience) at an airline who had good
flying skills, normal vision, and good physical condition. As the data acquisition
involved the human subject, this experiment was approved by the Ethics Review
Committee of Civil Aviation University of China. Two pilots read the informed con-
sent form and voluntarily signed and then participated in the trial before starting the
experiment.

2.2 Apparatus

2:2:1 An airline’s B737-800 W Full Flight Simulator, as shown in Fig. 1-a, is mainly
used for pilots’ regular refreshment. It can simulate a variety of flight missions
realistically, letting the pilots act as if they were manipulating controls on a real
plane;

2:2:2 EZVIZ surveillance video equipment and four EZVIZ wireless cameras, as
shown in Figs. 1-b and c, are used to record pilots’ manipulative behaviors in
the cockpit;

2:2:3 Four camera bases made in-house and three tripods, as shown in Figs. 1-d and
e, are mainly used to fix the camera flexibly.
According to the process shown in Fig. 1, the existing equipment is connected
together to build an experimental platform suitable for observing the pilot’s
behavior, as shown in Fig. 1-f.

2:2:4 Observer XT (12.0) - Behavioral Analysis Software: In order to be able to
quantitatively analyze pilots’operational behavior, Noldus’ Observer XT 12.0
Behavioral Analysis Software is used. Unlike conventional behavioral obser-
vation devices, it can be used to record and analyze the actions of the studied
subjects, Attitude, emotion, social interaction, human-computer interaction and
so on. It is a standard tool for studying human behaviors to record the times,
occurrences and durations of various behaviors of the subjects under study.
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2.3 Research Design

Based on an airline’s B737-800W Full Flight Simulator, an experimental platform was
constructed to observe pilot operations using existing equipment, and experimental
design was carried out. Afterwards, the refreshment-manipulation videos of the pilots
were obtained from the experimental platform in the Full Flight Simulator.

Fig. 1. Components of the experimental platform

Fig. 2. Study framework
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Before importing the maneuvering video into the Observer XT, the pilot’s
motion-coding scheme needed to be pre-defined. Then, the pilots’ behaviors were
analyzed by the developed coding scheme and compared under different tasks. Specific
research ideas are shown in Fig. 2.

2.4 Data Collection and Analysis Processes

2.4.1 Data Collection Processes

(1) The B737-800 W Full Flight Simulator’s Cockpit and the surveillance-video
equipment are activated.

(2) The matters needing attention in this experiment are explained.
(3) An aerodrome-traffic circuit under the normal situation is set up on the control

computer by the pilot instructor, and the airplane is set directly on the runway end,
eliminating taxiing from the air bridge to the end of the runway and simplifying
the experimental process.

(4) After the pilot instructor has issued the “take-off” command, the two pilots operate
according to the established procedure and route, which is the only time that
communication between the crew members and between the flight crew and the
controller is allowed; silence should be maintained for the rest of the process so as
not to affect the pilots’ normal operation.

(5) The task of the aerodrome-traffic pattern ends under the normal situation, when
the plane lands on the runway and comes to a stop.

(6) After three minutes of rest, the pilot instructor sets up an aerodrome-traffic pattern
of large crosswind on the control computer and pulls the plane directly to end of
the runway.

(7) After the pilot instructor has issued the “take-off” command, the two pilots should
operate according to the established procedure and route, which is the only time
that communication between the crew members and between the flight crew and
the controller is allowed; silence should be maintained for the rest of the process
so as not to affect the pilots’ normal operation.

(8) The aerodrome-traffic-pattern task ends under large crosswind when the plane
lands on the runway and comes to a stop.

(9) The surveillance-video equipment is deactivated, and then it is removed and
packaged.

Matters needing attention: before starting the experiment, it is important to ensure
that all experimental instruments are working properly and that the camera can capture
clear video of the pilots’ operations.

2.4.2 Analysis Processes

(1) Coding and defining the pilot’s behavior

Before observing the record, the pilot’s behaviors need to be coded. By reading the
“Airplane Flying Handbook” [6] and watching the “Pilots Eye” videos, pilots’ char-
acteristics, including Holding, Landing-gear Setting, Throttle Control, Steering-column
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Control, Flap Setting, Speed-brake Setting, Rudder Setting, and Thrust-reverser Set-
ting, are all extracted.

Based on the pilots’ extracted behavioral characteristics and combined with the
code rules of the ‘Codings’ of the Observer XT software instructions, the pilot’s
behaviors are divided into four continuous behavior groups (including Pitch Control,
Roll Control, Yaw Control, and Monitoring) and a start–stop behavior group (Other
behaviors). Behavior groups and specific definitions of behaviors are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The pilot’s coding scheme

The type of
the behavior
group

The name of
the behavior
group

Behavior Detailed description

Continuous
behavior
groups

Pitch control Pull back on the
stick

In the pitch control direction, the
joystick is shifted from the static State
after pushing forward or neutral static
state into the back pull state until the
stick-forward movement just to takes
place

Push the stick
forward

In the pitch control direction, the
joystick is shifted from the static state
after pulling backward or neutral static
state into the forward push state until
the stick-back movement just to take
place

Keep pitch
neutral

The joystick is in neutral position on
the pitch control direction

Roll control Compressive
bar to the left

In the rolling control direction, the
joystick is shifted from the static state
after compressing bar to the right or
neutral static state into the compressing
bar to the left state until the
compressing bar to the right occurs

Compressive
bar to the right

In the rolling control direction, the
joystick is shifted from the static state
after compressing bar to the left or
neutral static state into the compressing
bar to the right state until the
compressing bar to the left occurs

Keep the roll
neutral

The joystick is in neutral position on
the roll control direction

Yaw control Left rudder
pedal

In the yaw control direction, the rudder
is shifted from the static state after the
right rudder pedal or neutral static state
into the left rudder pedal state until the
right rudder pedal action occurs

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

The type of
the behavior
group

The name of
the behavior
group

Behavior Detailed description

Right rudder
pedal

In the yaw control direction, the rudder
is shifted from the static state after the
left rudder pedal or neutral static state
into the right rudder pedal state until the
left rudder pedal action occurs

Keep heading
neutral

The joystick is in the neutral position in
the yaw control

Start-stop
behavior
group

Other
behaviors

Push the
throttle lever
forward

Turn the throttle lever from static
condition to pushing forward condition
until it keeps the stationary state again

Pull the throttle
lever back

Turn the throttle lever from static
condition to pulling back condition
until it keeps the stationary state again

Turn on the
reverse thrust

A process that the PF turns the throttle
lever from static to back until it stops
again after turning on the reverse thrust
switch

Set the flaps The PF turns the flap lever from one
static position to another static position

Retract the
landing gear

A process that the PNF turns the
landing gear from the droop position to
the retracted position

Place the
landing gear in
OFF position

PNF puts the landing gear handle OFF
position

Lower landing
gear

A process that the PNF turns the
landing gear from the retracted position
or the OFF position to the droop
position

Speedbrake
Arming

Place the speedbrake in the position of
Arming

Put down the
speedbrake

A process of returning the speedbrake
to the original position

Release the
parking brake

A process of turning the parking brake
from the ON position to the OFF
position

Open the
parking brake

A process of turning the parking brake
from the OFF position to the ON
position
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(2) Behavioral observation records

Custom behavior codes are applied to observe and record the pilots’ manipulations
under the two tasks and Fig. 3 presents a screenshot. In Fig. 3, the observation time of
the aerodrome-traffic pattern under the normal situation is 792.95 s, and that under
large crosswind is 456.16 s.

(3) The mean duration, total number and the proportion of each behavior under the
two tasks

By clicking the “Calculate” option in the Behavior Analysis Function, one can count
the total durations of each pilot behavior, as well as the total number of occurrence.
Because the time consumption of the two flight tasks is inconsistent, it is not appro-
priate to directly compare the total duration and total number of each operational
behavior. Therefore, we need to transform the data into the same standard form using
formulas (1), (2) and (3), and then compare them [5].

Formula (1) is used to calculate the number of occurrences of each behavior per
minute, known as the rate per minute (RPM):

RPM ¼ the total number of some kind of behavior/Observation time � 60: ð1Þ

Formula (2) is used to calculate the total duration of each behavior as a percentage
of the total observed duration:

The proportion of each behavior ¼ The total duration of each behavior/Observation

time � 100%: ð2Þ

Formula (3) is used to calculate the mean duration of each behavior:

The mean duration of each behavior ¼ The total duration of each behavior/The total

number of each behavior:

ð3Þ

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the pilot’s behavior observation record
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3 Results and Discussions

Pilot control behaviors are directly affected by the internal and external environment
and the controlled object [4]. This study is different from previous studies which adopt
expert investigation and literature review to design flight control behavior training and
evaluation tools [14, 23], use semi-quantitative method for flight crew resource man-
agement behavior and workload evaluation [13], use computer technology to the pilot
manipulation simulation experiment to research (see, for example, [22]) and so on. It
uses the Observer XT (12) to quantitatively describe the process of pilots’ controlling
behaviors of aerodrome traffic patterns in the normal situation and the large crosswind,
in ensuring data acquisition under that the condition of internal and external envi-
ronment is not affected to find out the specific differences between the pilots’ operating
behaviors of the two tasks in the cockpit. The following results and discussions are
made from the differences in visibility charts of the behavioral data, Rolling control,
pitching control, and other behaviors.

3.1 Visibility Charts of the Behavioral Data

After observing and recording the pilots’ manipulation video, the “Visual” option of
the software can automatically generate the visibility charts of aerodrome-traffic pat-
terns in the normal situation and in that with large crosswinds, as shown in Figs. 4 and
5. In the generated visibility charts, each rectangular strip represents the occurrence of
an encoding action, and the length of each rectangle represents its duration [25].

Under a normal aerodrome-traffic pattern, it can be seen from the
pilot-behavior-visibility chart that in the two time periods of 0–180 ms and 660–
790 ms, there are many more rectangular strips in the roll-control and pitch-control
behavior groups than between these periods. This also means that pilots manipulate the
pitch and roll of the aircraft during the takeoff and landing phases more frequently.

Fig. 4. Visibility Chart of the pilots’ behaviors in the normal aerodrome-traffic pattern
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Under the large-crosswinds aerodrome-traffic pattern, the chart shows that the pilot
exerts more control over the pitch and roll of the aircraft than in the normal case over
the whole period.

Through the data analysis process, the statistic tables of each behavior data of pilots
under two different tasks are generated, as shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Fig. 5. Visibility Chart of the pilots’ behaviors in the large-crosswind aerodrome-traffic pattern

Table 2. Statistics of pilot behaviors under normal aerodrome traffic

. Behavior Total
number
(time)

RPM Total
duration (s)

Mean
duration (s)

Proportion

PF Keep the roll neutral 27 2.04 559.24 20.71 70.53%
PF Compressive bar to the left 47 3.56 134.99 2.87 17.02%
PF Compressive bar to the

right
45 3.41 98.73 2.19 12.45%

PF Push the throttle lever
forward

10 0.76 108.86 10.89 13.73%

PF Pull the throttle lever back 11 0.83 136.10 12.37 17.16%
PF Release the parking brake 1 0.08 0.92 0.92 0.12%
PF Pull back on the stick 53 4.01 83.46 1.57 10.53%
PF Push the stick forward 52 3.93 187.42 3.60 23.64%
PF Keep pitch neutral 13 0.98 522.06 40.16 65.84%
PF Turn on the reverse thrust 1 0.08 1.25 1.25 0.16%
PF Retract the thrust reverser 1 0.08 1.94 1.94 0.24%
PF Speedbrake Arming 1 0.08 1.08 1.08 0.14%
PNF Set the flaps 8 0.61 12.84 1.61 1.62%
PNF Retract the landing gear 1 0.08 0.59 0.59 0.07%
PNF Lower landing gear 2 0.15 1.13 0.56 0.14%
PNF Place the landing gear in

OFF’ position
1 0.08 0.73 0.73 0.09%
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3.2 Rolling Control Differences

The roll control group includes the compressive bar to the left, the compressive bar to
the right, and roll neutral manipulation. According to Fig. 6, it is found that the
proportion of keeping neutral roll in the case of large crosswinds is 18.10%, compared
with 70.53% under normal situations, which is obviously less than that under normal
situations. In the behavior of the compressive bar to the left and right, the compressive
bar to the left and right accounted for 43.91% and 37.99% respectively of the large
crosswind condition. However, under normal situations, the compressive bar to the left
and right accounted for 17.02% and 12.45%. It can be seen that in the case of large
crosswind, the behavior of the compressive bar to the left or right is significantly more
than normal. By comparing the RPMs of the behaviors in the roll-control group in
Tables 2 and 3, it can be seen that the RPMs of behaviors to maintain roll-neutral
behavior do not differ significantly between the two tasks, respectively 2.04 times per
minute in normal situation and 2.69 times per minute in the large crosswind, whereas
the RPM of moving the compressive bar to the left or right is obviously higher in the
case of a large crosswind. Combining the above two points, it can be found that in the
case of a large crosswind, both the proportions of behaviors’ duration and the RPM

Table 3. Statistics of pilot behaviors under large-crosswind aerodrome traffic

Object Behavior Total
number
(time)

RPM Total
duration
(s)

Mean
duration
(s)

Proportion

PF Keep the roll neutral 22 2.69 82.57 3.75 18.10%
PF Compressive bar to the

left
108 14.21 200.28 1.85 43.91%

PF Compressive bar to the
right

111 14.60 173.31 1.56 37.99%

PF Push the throttle lever
forward

7 0.92 17.42 2.49 3.82%

PF Pull the throttle lever
back

14 1.84 23.20 1.66 5.09%

PF Release the parking brake 1 0.13 0.71 0.71 0.16%
PF Pull back on the stick 107 14.07 177.68 1.66 38.95%
PF Push the stick forward 112 14.73 197.77 1.77 43.36%
PF Keep pitch neutral 15 1.97 80.71 4.81 17.69%
PF Turn on the reverse thrust 1 0.13 0.90 0.90 0.20%
PF Retract the thrust reverser 1 0.13 3.62 3.62 0.79%
PF Speedbrake Arming 1 0.13 0.49 0.49 0.11%
PNF Set the flaps 2 0.26 2.46 1.23 0.54%
PNF Retract the landing gear 1 0.13 0.88 0.88 0.19%
PNF Lower landing gear 1 0.13 0.85 0.85 0.19%
PNF Place the landing gear in

OFF’ position
0 0 0 0 0
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devoted to moving the compressive bar to the left and right are larger than in the
normal situation.

3.3 Pitching Control Differences

The pitch control group includes the pulling back on the stick, the pushing the stick
forward, and pitch neutral manipulation. According to Fig. 7, it is found that the
proportion of keeping neutral pitch in the case of large crosswinds is 14.77%, com-
pared with 65.84% under normal situations, which is obviously less than that under
normal situations. In the behaviors of the pulling back on the stick and the pushing the
stick forward, the pulling back on the stick and the pushing the stick forward accounted
for 38.95% and 43.36% respectively of the large crosswind condition. However, under
normal situations, the pulling back on the stick and the pushing the stick forward

Fig. 6. The comparison of pilots’ roll-control behaviors for each of the two tasks

Fig. 7. The comparison of pilots’ pitch-control behaviors for each of the two tasks
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accounted for 17.02% and 12.45%. It can be seen that in the case of large crosswind,
the behavior of pulling or pushing the stick is significantly more than normal. By
comparing the RPMs of each behavior in the pitch-control groups in Tables 2 and 3,
one finds that RPMs that pitch-neutral-maintaining behaviors do not differ significantly
between the two tasks, whereas pushing and pulling of the throttle lever occur with
greater frequency in the large-crosswind case. Combining the above two points, it can
be found that in the case of large crosswind, the throttle lever is pushed and pulled
more frequently and for higher proportions of behaviors’ duration.

3.4 Other Behaviors

Through the calculation, the statistics for each pilot behavior under the two tasks are
generated, as shown in Tables 2 and 3. Comparison of the tables shows that, in other
behavior groups, the proportions of six behaviors (Release parking brake, Close the
landing gear, Landing Gear Down, Speed-braker Arming, Turn on the Reverse Thrust
and Retract the Reverse Thrust) are less than 1% for both tasks and there is no
difference in the frequency of occurrence.

The process of aircraft manipulation is a closed- loop human-machine interaction
process including the display and acquisition process of task information, the cognition
process of pilots, the execution process of mission actions, and the information pro-
cessing process of flight control computer. Aiming at the process of aircraft manipu-
lation, Liu used the basic elements of colored Petri nets to describe the manipulative
dynamic process, built the manipulation process model based on colored Petri nets and
put forward the corresponding task reachability, cognitive load and entropy-based
method of evaluating the complexity of the program [17]. Unlike above, this paper
selected the task execution process and referred to that Sun et al. proposed the idea of
quantitatively evaluating the pilot’s operation level [20]. The pilot’s operation
behaviors in the cockpit are divided into continuous behavior groups (Pitch Control,
Roll Control, Yaw Control) and start-stop behavior groups (Release parking brake,
Close the landing gear, Landing Gear Down, Speed-braker Arming, Turn on the
Reverse Thrust, Retract the Reverse Thrust and so on). And then each operational
behavior is defined, and a coding scheme is constructed. With the help of Observer XT
(12.0) and statistical methods, the collected videos are quantitatively recorded to
analyze the total number, mean duration, total duration, the number of occurrences per
minute and the proportion of each behavior duration of pilots during two tasks.
Compared with a previous study on pilots’ verbal behavior by using Observer XT
software, it enriches the behavior code of pilots, records pilots’ manipulation behavior
from multiple angles, and conducts in-depth research on pilots’ main operation
behaviors. Through the above the results show that compared with the normal
aerodrome-traffic pattern, the RPMs and proportions of four kinds of behavior (Pull
back on the stick, Push the Stick forward, Compressive bar to the left, Compressive bar
to the right) are significantly more and operations are more complicated under
large-crosswind aerodrome traffic; the total number of occurrence and proportions of
six kinds of behavior (Release parking brake, Close the landing gear, Landing Gear
Down, Speed-braker Arming, Turn on the Reverse Thrust and Retract the Reverse
Thrust) are no difference in two tasks. This quantitative validates the cognitive that
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compared with the normal situation, the case of a large crosswind need to consider
more factors, the technology is more complicated [24]. At the same time, from the
point of view of engineering application of aviation safety, for the first time, the coding
scheme was developed for the pilot’s behavior, providing new ideas for studying pilots’
specific behaviors, which laid a certain foundation for the future application of
Observer XT(12.0) software to study the pilot’s behavior. However, this paper only
uses Observer XT (12.0) to conduct preliminary research on pilots’. The study on the
pilot’s behavior still needs to be further deepened, mainly in terms of quantitative
analysis,which makes it better applied to the study of human factors of aviation safety.

4 Conclusion

Pilot’s operational performance has a direct impact on flight safety. Using Observer XT
(12.0) to study the pilot’s cockpit’s operational behavior can reduce interference with
the pilot’s current activity, ensure the objectivity and accuracy of the analysis and, to
the maximum extent, ensure that the behavior we want to observe is not impacted of
additional variables in the environment. More than 20 years after its birth, this software
has been widely used in human factors research [10] and human-computer interaction
research [16]. In this paper, the study of pilots’ behavior is based on reading the
“Aircraft Flight Manual” [6] and watching the “Eye of the Flight” and other methods
to design pilots cockpit behavior encoding scheme. Based on the analysis of opera-
tional behavior data, we can get the following conclusions: Our developed scheme for
coding pilot actions provides a useful way to quantify the pilots’ specific behaviors in
the future. However, the coding scheme does not include all pilot actions and needs to
be further improved; By building an experimental platform suitable for observing
pilots’ behavior, the typical behaviors of pilots were analyzed by Observer XT 12.0,
and the similarities and differences in pilot behaviors under two tasks were compared.
This provides a method for analyzing the behavior of pilots in the future.
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